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Let "r(G) be the minimum number of complete bipartite subgraphs needed to partition the 
edges of G. Let G a be the weak product of cliques, K,~ 1 × - - - x  K~. This graph has vertices 
{4: 0~<x~ <hi}, with edges between those vectors that differ in each coordinate. 

Theorem: 

r(G~) = F. H (",- 1). 
ISI e v e n  i r i s  

1. Introduction 

Graph decomposition is the expression of a graph G as a disjoint union of 
subgraphs, which can also be viewed as partitioning the edges of G. When the 
subgraphs that may be used are restricted to some family F, we study the 
F-decomposition number, which is the minimum number of subgraphs from F in a 
decomposition of G. (We consider only undirected simple graphs: no loops or 
multiple edges.) For example, the minimum number of forests needed to partition 
the edges of G is its "arboricity". Decompositions in which each subgraph has 
bounded maximum degree have also been studied. Let F be the collection of all 
complete bipartite graphs K.~., we study the F-decomposition number $(G). Note 
that listing the subgraphs in a minimum complete bipartite decomposition of G 
will generally give a shorter representation of G than the adjacency list represen- 
tation. 

We refer to KI,. as a star "centered" on the single vertex of high degree. The 
number of vertices in the complement of a maximum independent set gives an 
upper bound on z(G), since the edges can be partitioned using stars centered on 
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those vertices. Erd6s conjectured that this gives the best result for almost all 
graphs. We consider a highly structured class of graphs in which the optimum 
decomposition is considerably better. 

Graham and Pollak [1] proved algebraically that for K, the optimum decom- 
position is that mentioned above, using n -  1 stars. Tverberg [5] gave a shorter 
proof using a system of homogeneous linear equations, also found independently 
by Lov~isz [3]. G.W. Peck [4] recently obtained a similar short proof using rank of 
matrices; no purely combinatorial short proof is known. We determine ~- for more 
general graphs G~ determined as follows by an integer vector ~ = n l , . . . ,  nt. 

Provide a vertex in G~ for each integer vector ~ with 0 ~< x~ < rh, and place edges 
between vertices whose vectors differ in every coordinate. (We refer to the 
vertices and the corresponding vectors interchangeably.) 

We follow the algebraic argument of Graham and Pollak to obtain the correct 
lower bound; the more difficult part is constructing the decomposition that 
achieves this. Letting S denote arbitrary subsets of the indices, we obtain r (Ga)=  
~,lsl,,,.~l-Les (n~- 1). The initial term, 1-I (h i -  1), corresponds in the construction 

to stars centered at each vertex that is nonzero in every component; the edges 
between vertices that have zeros can be partitioned more efficiently than by using 
stars. 

Write ~ to denote adjacency of vertices. In general, the weak product G x H of 
G and H has vertices {(x, y)}, with (x, y) ~ (x', y') ff x ~ x' in G and y ~ y' in H. 
Note that G~ = Kn~ x .  • • x K,~. 

2. The lower bound 

For any graph G, let A ( G )  be its symmetric 0, 1 adjacency matrix, and let p 
and q be the number of positive and negative eigenvalues of A, respectively 
(counted with multiplicity). As proved by Graham and Pollak [1], we claim 
• (G) I> max{p, q}; we follow their proof. 

The approach is algebraic; note that the quadratic form associated with A ( G )  
can be written in terms of products of variables associated with adjacent vertices: 
Q G ( z l , . . . ,  z , ) =  z ' rAz  = 2 ~i-j  ziz~. If G is bipartite, with partite sets X and Y, 
then Q~ = 2 Y.i~x zi Y.i~v zj. Thus, for an arbitrary G, ~(G) is the minimum m for 
which we can write Qo(~') = 2 ~=1Ei~x~ zi Ej~vk zi. 

Consider an arbitrary matrix M with p positive and q negative eigenvalues, and 
let Q be its associated quadratic form. Suppose Q is written as a linear 
combination of purely squared variables, i.e. Q(~,) = Y )qw 2, where wi = ~i%1 ~izi. 
If r of {)q} are positive and s of {)q} are negative, then Sylvester's Law of Inertia 
(see [2], for example) states that r>~ p and s I> q. In particular, suppose {Xk, Yk} 
are ~(G) complete bipartite subgraphs partitioning G. Then Q6(~)=  
2 ~(G) l~klSk _ ~.~(__G 1) x(l~k + ~ k ) 2 _ l ( / ~ k  _ l ~ k ) 2 ,  where fik = ~.i~x~ zi and ~Sk = Ej~vk Zi" ZLdk=l  - -  = 

Hence I-(G) I> max{p, q}. 
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For weak products of graphs, the eigenvectors can be obtained from the 
eigenvectors of the factors. For any weak product G × H, the adjacency matrix 
A ( G  × H) can be partit ioned into blocks i, j corresponding to vertex pairs x~, xj in 

G such that that i, j th block equals the i, j th  entry of A(G) times the matrix 
A(H).  In other words, A ( G  × H) is the Kronecker product A(G)® A(H). Suppose 

M, N are matrices with eigenvalues h, t~ corresponding to eigenvectors u, v, and 
let ff be the vector formed by concatenating u1~3, u2~, . . . .  Then (M@N)~ = )tlzfv. 
If collections of fi's and ~3's are independent,  then the ff 's  so formed are also 
independent.  Hence, a full set of eigenvectors for M and N yields a full set of 
eigenvectors for Mt~N. 

Now consider the graphs G~. We have A(G~)= A(K,1)® . . .  ®A(K~). Since 
A(K,) has eigenvalues { r - 1 , - 1 }  with multiplicities (1, r - 1 ) ,  it follows that to 
every subset S c_{1 , . . . ,  t} we may associate the eigenvalue (-1)lsll-L~ s (n~-1)  
with multiplicity [-L~s (n~- 1). Therefore, the multiplicity of positive and negative 

eigenvalues are p=Y, lslev~nl-L~s(n~-l) and q=~lSloddl"[i~S ( n ~ - l )  Note that 
P + q = 11 ni and p - q = ~s  ( -  1) tsl 1-L~s (n~ - 1) = ( -  1)' 1-I (n~ - 2). Hence the max- 
imum of p and q is obtained by summing over products leaving out an even 

number  of coordinates, or in other words -r(Ga)>i ~lsl ~,,~-I-L~s (n~ - 1). 

3. The construction 

11at~rem. r (G , )  = Y~lSlevenl],~S (hi-- 1). 

lh 'ooL It remains only to provide a construction for the upper bound. As 
mentioned in the introduction, use I-I (n~- 1) stars to partition the edges incident 
to vertices with no zero coordinate. For the remaining edges, we define l-Lcs (ni - 1) 
bipartite subgraphs for each set of coordinates S of even size. 

Each of these bipartite subgraphs can be described as follows. In each coordi- 
nate, the vertices in one part  have a fixed value, and the vertices in the other part  
take on any value other than that. Thus each has 1-I (n~- 1) edges. It remains to 
specify the fixed value and which part has it, for each coordinate. 

We encode the subgraphs with a symbol for each coordinate in each part, 
making a distinction between when the fixed value is 0 or some other value. This 

leads to four symbols: 

O -  Every vertex in this part has this coordinate 0. 
X -  Every vertex in this part has this coordinate any nonzero value. 
C -  Every vertex in this part has this coordinate some nonzero constant. 
O -  Every vertex in this part has this coordinate any value differing from the 

corresponding nonzero C (in particular, allowing 0). 

Thus, the two parts of a subgraph can be described by strings with a symbol for 
each coordinate; an example with t = 11 appears below. Note that O and X 
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always appear opposite each other in a given coordinate, and 0 and C always 
appear opposite each other. The nonzero constant that 0 must avoid is of course 
the nonzero constant occurring as the corresponding C. Subscripts are placed on 
the C's and O's to emphasize that the value of the special constant may differ 
from coordinate to coordinate. 

0102xC 40 06xOxC100  

C 1C 2 0 0 4 x C  6 O x O  OloX 

Now fix a set of coordinates S having even size. The subgraphs corresponding 
to S all have X's and O's in the positions belonging to S for the encoding of each 
part. Viewing the coordinates cyclically (i.e., modulo t), these alternate between 
XO and OX. To encode the remaining coordinates, use 0 if the cyclically 
preceding member  of S in this part received O and the subsequent member  
received X. Use C if the cyclically preceding member  of S received X. This rule 
was used in the example above. The alternation of X and O guarantees that the 
same graph results regardless of which part  is considered. 

Note that a C appears in one part or the other for each i~ S. Since a different 

subgraph arises for each nonzero choice of {Ci}, this encoding yields 1-L~s ( n i -  1) 
bipartite subgraphs corresponding to S. 

To verify that this is a decomposition, it suffices to show that each edge of Ga 
appears in exactly one of the subgraphs. We need only consider edges with at 
least one zero on each endpoint,  since the others are supplied by the stars. The 
following algorithm retrieves the encoding for the subgraph containing ~ ;  
applying it to the edge between ~ -- 03210010210 and ~ = 14021302001 yields 
the encoding illustrated above, with Ci = 1, 4, 1, 3, 1 for i = 1, 2, 4, 6, 10. 

It suffices to determine the location of the O's;  the X's appear opposite them, 
and the O's and C's are distributed by the cyclic rule above. View the coordinates 
cyclically. If x~ = 0, then coordinate i receives O in the encoding of part X if and 
only if the next 0 that appears cyclically belongs to ~. Note that all the positions 
with O's in ~ or ~ that do not receive O's by this rule receive O's. Similarly, the 
coordinates encoded as C correspond to nonzero values. Thus the edge ~ does 
belong to the subgraph described. Furthermore,  of the subgraphs defined above, 
this is the only one containing this edge, because placing the O's and X's in any 
other positions or any other amounts would place an O in a position where the 
vertex is nonzero or a C in a position where the vertex is zero. [] 

We should note that it does not always hold that 7(G x H) is the min imum of its 
number  of positive and negative eigenvalues, even when this does hold for G and 
H. A small example where it fails is the product of two 5-cycles. 
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